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Handicapping and Rules for Shamble Play: 
 

The Tournament Handicap Policy will be in effect for this competition.  See the roster sheet 
for individual handicap assignments for February.  Each 9 holes will be a match play contest 
scored separately and, worth one (1) point, each.  Teams will be contesting two points in the 
overall 18 hole, match.  THC in effect and each player is given 70% of their normal CH. 
 
A Shamble/Better Ball format will be played in this 18 hole event.  In the Shamble format, 
both players hit their drives on every hole. One drive is selected and then, each competitor 
plays his own ball from that point through the hole.   A 12-inch bump, no closer to the hole, 
is allowed, except on the green.  In this format, each player must have a minimum of three 
(3) drives for each 9 holes (Note: drives may be assigned for unplayed holes).   On the back 
9, the 2nd ball score will determine the hole winner in the case of a 1st ball tie.  Two points 
are awarded to the winner of the match, 1 point for each 9 holes & ½ pint for a 9 hole halve.  
 
Front 9 Holes: each player drives on every hole.  One drive will be selected and, after the 
drive is selected, each player plays his second shot and all subsequent shots from that point until his 
ball is holed out. The team whose player has the lowest net score is the winner of each hole.   
(Winter rules–12” bump).  One point to the winner of this 9 hole format, and ½ point for a halve. 
 

Back 9 Holes: each player drives for each hole, one drive will be selected and  after the drive 
is selected, each player plays his second shot and all subsequent shots from that point until his ball 
is holed out. The team whose player has the lowest net score is the winner of each hole, however,  
for the back 9 only, if the hole is tied, the 2nd ball score for each team is used to determine the 
winner.   One point to the winner of this 9 hole format, and ½ point for a halve. 
 

For this 18-hole competition, winter rules will apply and the ball may be moved no more 
than 12 inches, no closer to the hole and in like condition (i.e., if in hazard, must stay in 
hazard; if in rough must stay in rough).  The ball may be placed down (not dropped). 
 

Note:  If no. 11 has a temporary green, that hole becomes the 18th handicap hole and all other 
holes, on the back nine, with the exception of hole 12, are shifted down by two (2) handicap 
numbers, i.e. no 10 is shifted from the 12th handicap to the 10th handicap hole, and so on.  
 
Note:  If this and all other matches are completed on time your team will earn ½ extra point. 
 
Turn all signed and dated score cards, with totaled individual scores, into the golf shop (Score 
Card Box).  Do Not Post Scores as this is not a postable round!  Email results to coordinator. 


